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haq ali ali mola ali is a devotional qawwali by ustad nusrat fateh ali khan in reverence of hazrat ali r.a, which is called a manqabat.haq ali ali ali mola ali remains one of the most loved manqabat even written and performed, and a huge testioney of

talents of nusrat sahib. nusrat fateh ali khan has been called the greatest qawwali singer of his generation, and one of the greatest musicians of all time. he is one of the most sought after and awarded singers in the world and has received numerous
awards and accolades for his work. naat namaaz ramaayayaa hazrat ali r.a is a devotional naat composed by the great ustad nusrat fateh ali khan. it was originally sung for the hazrat ali r.a rahmatullahi in this world, it was later performed for the hazrat

ali r.a rahmatullahi in the world-wide islamic enlightenment.this is a song from his awaaz album. naat dard aayaayaa rahmatullahi is a devotional naat composed by ustad nusrat fateh ali khan. it is a devotional qawwali in praise of hazrat ali r.a
rahmatullahi in this world, and hazrat ali r.a rahmatullahi in the world-wide islamic enlightenment. naat ishq-e-baraat is a devotional naat composed by ustad nusrat fateh ali khan. it is a devotional qawwali in praise of hazrat ali r.a rahmatullahi in this

world, and hazrat ali r.a rahmatullahi in the world-wide islamic enlightenment. naat shab-e-alaam is a devotional naat composed by ustad nusrat fateh ali khan. it is a devotional qawwali in praise of hazrat ali r.a rahmatullahi in this world, and hazrat ali
r.a rahmatullahi in the world-wide islamic enlightenment.
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shahe mardan ali 911 disclaimer: all the naats at naatvideos.com are originally hosted at youtube.
this website only describes the interpretation and lyrics in different languages of naat and hamad,

we allow our user to post their favorite naats on this portal. however if you believe that your
copyrighted content has been posted without your permission, please contact us. shah e mardan ali
is one of the best qawwali by nusrat fateh ali khan. the smooth and heart-touching voice of nusrat
fateh ali khan is highly appreciated by the fans. nusrat fateh ali khan has recorded this high quality
qawwali in mp3 format. he is also a sufi and a classical artist, and have performed in different parts
of the world, like america, europe, south africa and australia. nusrat fateh ali khan brought a new
style of qawwali, which is similar to the sufi music. he has shared the stages with many famous

names like ustad allauddin khan, ali akbar khan, noor jehan, mohammed rafi, ustad hafeez jahan,
and many more. in the 1970’s, he founded the sufi rock band with which he recorded numerous

albums. the group had two lead singers, ustad nusrat fateh ali khan and ustad sultan bahu. this band
was hugely popular in asia and other parts of the world. nusrat fateh ali khan is considered the voice

of this music in pakistan and many other parts of the world. he has performed many times at
different public events, including the prestigious all-pakistan music conference (apmc). he often

performs in front of thousands of people, and thousands more watch on the live tv or live internet
broadcast. 5ec8ef588b
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